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In addition, however, to the difficulties of the initial
establishment of the colony, there were others.   Some of
the convicts were scoundrels, and martial law had to be
proclaimed: yet the Home Government continued to despatch
large numbers of them to Australia from time to time.   In
1790, soon after the arrival of the first food supplies, a fleet
of three ships arrived bearing a further 750 convicts.   The
story of their voyage bore witness to the care of Philip
for his crews, for these three ships had lost 267 men on the
way, and on landing 486 were sick and fifty died within a
month.1   Moreover  " the  women , . . sent  out  were  of
the most abandoned description."2   Crime in the colony
was rife and mutinies frequent: " The Sabbath was profaned
as a day particularly appropriate to gaming, intoxication,
and  uncontrolled  indulgence  of  every vicious  excess,"3
The men worked unwillingly under manj^ difficulties, and
conditions were so bad that the most desperate attempts
at flight were made: two men and a woman in an open boat
left the colony and reached Timor: many set out to walk
through the Bush in the hope of reaching China,4   When
Phillip returned to England after governing the colony for
four years, he was broken in spirit and exhausted in body.
The marines who were sent out to maintain order consider-
ably increased the difficulties of the colony.   In 1790 a Corps ia-
special regiment had been formed, called the New South difficulties of
Wales Corps, and under Grose, Phillip's successor, these men ^.Gover*
were given lavish grants of territory and extensive privileges:
they began to lease convicts to work on their lands, and to
exploit their labour, paying them in liquor, without the
least  consideration for their  employees.   They were an
unruly set of fellows, as ready to cause trouble as to quell
it: they paid scant respect to discipline, were contemptuous
towards civil authority, and tyrannical towards the convicts.
On one occasion, when the Corps was attending divine
service, the preacher did not finish his sermon within the
half- hour allowed by military orders, whereupon the dram
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